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ABSTRACT
Mercury is a persistent environmental pollutant, entering the atmosphere
mostly in elemental form and leaving in various oxidized forms. We still
know little of the molecular composition of atmospheric oxidized mercury
and most of this knowledge has come from quantum chemical calculations. I
will talk about our work to develop a novel experimental analytical technique
for molecular analysis of gaseous oxidized mercury. The technique is based
on the ion drift - chemical ionization mass spectrometry (ID-CIMS), where
neutral analytes react in a drift tube with appropriate reagent ions to form
well-defined product ions, which are detected by the mass spectrometer. I
will show the process of identifying most appropriate reagent ions, where we
were guided by chemical intuition, quantum chemical calculations, and ionmolecule chemistry experiments.

Currently, the ID-CIMS technique has sufficient sensitivity for laboratory
studies of mercury chemistry, and I will demonstrate how it can be used to
shed light on the gas-phase oxidation of elemental mercury and gas-surface
reactions of oxidized mercury.
I will wrap up the talk by describing how the sensitivity of ID-CIMS can be
improved to make direct analysis of oxidized mercury in the atmosphere
possible.
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